PARACOMPACTNESS AND PRODUCT SPACES
A. H. STONE

A topological space is called paracompact (see [2 J)1 if (i) it is a
Hausdorff space (satisfying the T 2 axiom of [l]), and (ii) every open
covering of it can be refined by one which is "locally finite" ( = neighbourhood-finite; that is, every point of the space has a neighbourhood
meeting only a finite number of sets of the refining covering). J.
Dieudonné has proved [2, Theorem 4] that every separable metric
( = metrisable) space is paracompact, and has conjectured that this
remains true without separability. We shall show that this is indeed
the case. In fact, more is true; paracompactness is identical with the
property of "full normality" introduced by J. W. Tukey [5, p. 53].
After proving this (Theorems 1 and 2 below) we apply Theorem 1 to
obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the topological product
of uncountably many metric spaces to be normal (Theorem 4).
For any open covering W~ {Wa) of a topological space, the star
(x, W) of a point x is defined to be the union of all the sets Wa which
contain x. The space is fully normal if every open covering V of it has
a uA-refinement" W—that is, an open covering for which the stars
(xy W) form a covering which refines V.
THEOREM

1. Every fully normal Ti space is paracompact.

Let S be such a space, and let V = { Ua} be a given open covering
of S. (We must construct a locally finite refinement of V. Note that
S is normal [5, p. 49] and thus satisfies the T2 axiom.)
There exists an open covering V1 = { U1} which A-refines V, and
by induction we obtain open coverings Vn = { Un} of S such that
<l)n+i A-refines V* (n = l, 2, • • • , to 00). For brevity we write, for
any XCS,
(X, n) = star of X i n t ; *
(1)

;

= union of all sets Un meeting X
(roughly corresponding to the "l/2w-neighbourhood of X" in a metric
space), and
(2)
(X, -w) = S - (S - X, n).
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Thus, since the set (X, n) is evidently open, (X, —n) is closed.
Further, it is easily seen that
(3)

(X, - n ) =

{x\(x,n)CX},

where (x, n), in conformity with (1), denotes the star of x in Vn\ and
it readily follows that
(4)

((X, - n ) , n ) C X .

From the definition of A-refinement we have
(5)

((X,n+l),»+l)C(XffO.

The trivial relations XCF-»(X, n)C(Y, n), rn^n->(X, m)
C(X, n), XC(X, n)y and yÇz(x, w)<->x£(3', n) will also be useful.
For convenience, suppose the sets Ua of V are well-ordered.
Now define, for each a,
(6)

v\ = (Ua, - 1 ) , Vl = (Vl 2), and Vl = (V7\ n)

(n ^ 2).

Thus VlCVZC • • • , and F« is open if n^2; hence, writing
Uw V2 = V^ we have that Va is open. An easy induction (using (4)
and (5)) shows that (F«, n)QUa\ hence
(7)

Va C tf«.

Further,
(8)

U Va = 5,

since, given #£,S, we have (x, 1 ) £ some £/« (for V1 A-refines V),
so that, by (3), x £ Fj[C F«.
We also have
(9)

Given x £ F«, there exists n > 0 such that (x, w) C F«.

For there exists n^2 such that xG Fa"1, and then (xt n) C F£C F«.
Next we define, for each n>0, a transfinite sequence of closed sets
Sn«, by setting
(10)

Hnl = (Fl, -**),

Una « f F« ~ U 2?w0, ~ A

Then we have:
(11)

If a 7* 7, no £7w G 1> can meet both Ena and JB^?.

For we can suppose y<a. Then if Un meets £TW«, let # £ Unr\Hna;
from (3) and (10), [/ w CF fl -U|j< a ff^ and so is disjoint from Hny
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U Hna = 5.
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For, given x(E:S, (8) shows that there will be a first ordinal a for
which x £ F « ; and from (9) there exists n>0 such that (x, n)C.Va.
We assert xÇzHna* For suppose not. Then, from (10) and (3), (x, n)
contains a point y not in F«— l)p<a Hn$\ and it follows that yGHnp
for some /3<a. But then xE.{Hn^ n)Q{{V^ — w), n)C.Vp (from (4));
and this contradicts the definition of a.
Write
(13)
Ena = (Hna, n + 3),
Gna = (fl»«, n + 2).
Thus HnaQEnaC.EnaQGna,
and, as is easily seen from (11),
(14)

If 7 ^ a , no [7 w+2 G r U n+2 can meet both Gn0l and Gny.

Write Fn=\JaEna. Then ^ n is closed. For suppose x G ? „ . Then
every open neighbourhood N(x) of x meets some Ena and so meets some
Ena; but if N(x) is contained in the neighbourhood (x, w + 2) of x,
iV(x) can meet at most one set £ n « (from (14)), so that xÇzEnaCFn.
Finally we define
Wla = Gia,

Wna = Gna - (F1W F 2 W • • • U F^x)

(^ > 1) ;

thus the sets Wna are open. We shall show that they form the desired
refinement.
In the first place, Uw,a Wna^S. For, given # £ 5 , we have # £ s o m e
Hna (from (12))CjE na ï l e t m be the smallest integer for which there
exists Em$3x. Then x G G ^ , and xQFiU • • -\JFm-i, so that xÇzWmpNext, Wn«CGnaC(Hnai
n)C((Va,
- n ) , n)CVaCUa
(using (4)
and (7)). Thus the sets Wna form an open covering W of S which
refines V. All that remains to be proved is that W is "locally finite."
Given x £ S , we have as before that x £ s o m e Hna, so (#, n+3)CZEn*
(ZFn, and so is certainly disjoint from Wkp if k>n. Further, for a
given k^n, we have (x, w + 3)CE/ w + 2 C£/* + 2 , so (13) shows that
(x, n+3) can meet Wh$ for at most one value of /3. Thus the neighbourhood (x, w+3) of x meets at most n of the sets W^; and the proof
is complete.
REMARK. The locally finite refinement W thus constructed has the
additional property that it consists of a countable number of families
of sets (formed by the sets Wna, n fixed), the sets of each family
having pairwise disjoint closures.
COROLLARY

1. Every metric space is paracornpact.

For a metric space is fully normal [5, p. 53].
COROLLARY

2. The topological product of a metric space and a com-
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pact (^bicompact) Hausdorff space is paracompact, and therefore
normal.2
This follows from Theorems 5 and 1 of [2].
THEOREM

2. Every paracompact space is fully normal (and 7\).

Let S be a paracompact space, and let V = { Ua} be a given locally
finite open covering of 5. It will evidently suffice to prove that V
has a A-refinement.
Open sets Xa exist, for each a, such that lCaCUa and UXa==5.
(This follows by an easy transfinite induction argument from the
fact that S is normal; cf. [2, Theorems 1 and 6].) By hypothesis, each
xÇiS has an open neighbourhood V(x) meeting Ua only for a finite
set of a'sy say for aÇzA(x). Let B(x) be the set of those a's(EiA(x) for
which xG Z7«, and let C(x) be the set of a's £-4(x) for which x^X~a\
clearly 5 ( x ) U C W = A(x). Define

w(*) = v(x)r\n{Ua\a£B(x)} nn{(5-x«)|aGC(x)}.
Evidently PF(x) is an open set containg x\ hence the sets
|PF(x) | # E S } form an open covering W of S. To verify that W
is a A-refinement of V, let ^ G 5 be given. There exists a set XpSy;
we shall show that the star (y, W)C.U&—that is, that if yÇ~W(x)
then W(x)CUp. For if y£:W(x) then W(x) meets Up and so clearly
P£A(x) and P$C(x). Thus p£B(x), which implies W(*)Ctf* by
construction.
Now let N denote the space of positive integers—a countable
discrete set—and consider the product T=J]LN\ ^ £ A ) of uncountably many copies of N. More precisely, the points of T are the mappings #={£\} of the uncountable set A in N (each A£A being
mapped on the integer £x£i\0, and a typical basic neighbourhood
U of x in T is obtained by choosing &finiteset <R£ U) CA and defining
V to consist of all points y=* {rj\} such that 77\ = £x for all X£î^(i7).
2^(Z7) will be called the "set of coordinates restricted in U"
THEOREM

3. The space T is not normal.

For each positive integer kf let Ak be the set of all points # = {&}
£ T satisfying: for each positive integer n other than k, there is at
most one X for which £\ = n.
2
It can be shown that the topological product of a metric space and a normal
countably compact space is normal, though not necessarily paracompact. (A space
is "countably compact" if every infinite subset has a limit point in the space; cf.
[5, p. 42]. For metric spaces this is equivalent to compactness.)
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It is easy to see that the sets Ah are closed and pairwise disjoint.
Hence, if T were normal, there would exist disjoint open sets £/, V
such that UZ)AX, V^A2. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction.
We shall define inductively sequences of points xnÇzAl, of integers
0 < r a ( l ) <m(2) < • • • , and of elements XWGA, as follows. Define x%
to be the point {&} for which £x = 1 (all X£A). Evidently x i E ^ C £ƒ,
so x has a basic neighbourhood UiQ U. Let %.(Ui) consist of the m{\)
elements X& ( l ^ è ^ m ( l ) ) . When xa and Xi, X2 • • • , Xm(„> have been
defined, in such a way that XnGA1 and Xi, • • • , Xm(W) are the coordinates restricted in a basic neighbourhood Un(Z U of xn, we define
tfn+i by: %\ = k if X=X& (l^fe^m(w)), and £x = l otherwise. Clearly
Xn+iÇzA1, so that xn+i has a basic neighbourhood E/n+iC^î and we
can always suppose that ^ ( Un+i) contains 2^( £/n) as a proper subset.
Let ^(Z7 w+ i) have m(n+l) elements, and enumerate the elements of
as Xm(n)-j_i, • • • , Xm(n-fi). The induction is npw complete.
Now define a point y = {rj\} by:rj\~k if X=XA (è = l, 2, • • • , to oo)
and ?7x = 2 otherwise. Clearly ^ G ^ . 2 C ^ » so y has a basic neighbourhood FoC V. Since ^(Vo) is finite, there exists an n such that X^GA
—^K^o) whenever k>m{n). Finally, define z= {ft} by:
fx = & if

X = Xfc with & ^ m(^),

fx == 1 if

X = Xfc with w(w) < & S m>(n + 1),

fx = 2

and

otherwise.

We evidently have s G Un+i^VoC UCW, giving the desired contradiction.
COROLLARY. If a product of nonempty Ti spaces is normal, all but
at most a countable number of the factor spaces must be countably
compact.2

For otherwise their product would contain a closed subset homeomorphic with T\ and a closed subset of a normal space is normal.
T H E O R E M 4. The following statements about a product of nonempty
metric spaces are equivalent.
(i) The product is normal.
(ii) The product is fully normal {or paracompact).
(iii) At most Ro of the factor spaces are noncompact.

In fact, (ii)-^(i) [2, Theorem l ] , (i)-*(iii) (Theorem 3, Corollary),
and (iii)-»(ii) from Theorem 1, Corollary 2, since the compact
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factors have a compact product 3 and the product of the remaining
factors is metrisable. 4
R E M A R K . In Theorem 4, the hypothesis that the factor spaces be
metric cannot be much weakened. This is shown by an example of
R. H. Sorgenfrey (see [4]), in which the product of a paracompact
(and thus fully normal) space with itself is not even normal.
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A theorem of Tychonoff ; see, for example, [5, p. 75] for a simple proof.
See, for example, [3, p. 88].

TRANSITIVITY AND EQUICONTINÜITY 1
W. H. GOTTSCHALK
Let X be a metric space with metric p and let G be a group of
homeomorphisms on X. If x £ X and g £ G , then xg denotes the image
of the point x under the transformation g. If # £ X and FQGt then
xF denotes \)g^FXg. G is said to be algebraically transitive provided
that xG = X for some x£.X (and therefore for every x^X). G is said
to be topologically transitive provided that (xG)* = X for some # £ X ,
where the star denotes the closure operator. G is said to be equicontinuous provided that to each € > 0 there corresponds ô > 0 such
that x, yG.X with p(x, y)<d implies p(xg, yg) <e (gGG).
With respect to the following lemma compare [4]. 2
LEMMA. If X is a complete separable metric space and also a multiplicative group, if the center of X is dense in X and if the function xy
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